Neo-Metro® is a market leader in designing and manufacturing sustainable, ecologically-manufactured product lines, given its reclaimed and hand-welded stainless steel processes. The product line includes toilets, basins, tubs and other furniture. Neo-Metro® is a member of the US Green Building Council. Located in California, Neo-Metro’s® mantra is to design and manufacturer products that are both durable and appeal to emotion.

One product, the Ebb Concept™, is available in nine colors, can be ordered in three different sizes, and the basin can be custom sized up to 12 feet long. Neo-Metro® will custom manufacture the Ebb Concept™ to fit a client’s specific needs and venue. The Ebb Concept can be custom matched to any conceivable color through a Pantone® Matching System color sample.

Stainless steel is an oft-requested A+D material in bathrooms given obvious hygienic features. Neo-Metro also offers a white high-gloss finish that can be applied to any stainless steel product in order to maintain the aesthetic.

“It’s the little surprises that make it work with Neo-Metro custom stainless steel products; creating space economy, flexibility of form and finish -- and in the case of sustainable hospitality, function.”

Vanessa Guilford
Interior designer
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